A healthy granola bar for our school
The children in this DOIT action in the after school daycare of a

Special technologies and materials:

primary school decided on the given topic "health and fitness",

●

Tablet with Stop Motion App

that they would like to develop a healthy granola bar. With the

●

3 laptops with internet

help of different group works, ingredients were determined, the

●

A 3D printer, computer and Internet access (cookie cutter)

most delicious recipe was chosen and numerous marketing

●

Cardboard and handicraft tools

materials were developed. One highlight was the demonstration

●

Cooking utensils and various ingredients for granola bars
(including oat flakes, spices, chocolate drops, dried fruit)

of a 3D printer. The participants used a web application to model
a cookie cutter. At the final presentation, the bar and the

●

Tablet or smartphone(s) (marketing video)

marketing materials were presented at a specially designed
Objective:

stand.

In this workshop participants learn to feel responsible for their
Topic:

Health and Fitness (UN SDG 3)

Setting:

Primary school (after school daycare)

immediate environment, their school and to be a successful
innovator. They also learn the steps of an innovation project

Group Size: 20

from researching the problem to presenting solutions, in this

Age group: 5 to 10 years

case not only a prototype but a product was developed.
Participants learned about 3D modelling and dealt with

Time frame: You can do this workshop on one day in 4 to 6 hours

marketing. The children also learned to get involved in selection

or on two days with 1.5 hours each.

processes and decisions and how to deal with them.
Source: This action was carried out by Salzburg Research
(Austria).
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Preparation
To prepare the action, you can collect and prepare the materials

Please note: The web application "Cookiecaster.com" presented

and technologies of the production rooms as described, especially

and used here is currently not (no longer) available. Here you

the ingredients for the bar and cooking utensils as well as

can alternatively work with Tinkercad, but this needs an extra

computers and 3D printers are needed - at least if the workshop

facilitator familiar with this tool.

is to be held in the same way.

Preparational unit: co-design of the action

In our pilot project, the children themselves decided which topics

In the co-design unit, we first let the children associate what

or tasks are important particularly for them and their school.

they think of the terms. Here one thing quickly leads to
another. All the terms were written down and placed on the

In order to help identifying relevant topics, we discussed our more

floor in the middle of the seating circle. Then the pupils were

general topic "health and fitness" for their school with a small

asked to

group of 7 children from the target group for our afterschool
daycare project. We collected topics with sticky notes, clustered

●

them and then asked which topics were most relevant - and also
which topics they would like to work with.

mark all subjects/papers with a yellow sticker that they
consider important particularly for their school.

●

Mark all the topics/papers with a green sticker for which
they would like to work out solutions themselve.
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Unit 1: Idea development and first prototypes (45 minutes)
The goal of the first unit is to inspire the children with the idea

Name of the bar (10 minutes) – On another poster the groups

of a school's own bar, which they develop together. Since this

are now collecting ideas for the name of the granola bar.

workshop design also involves frequent coordination, it is

Which name does the whole group like best? Again, it is the

important to prepare for this in an appreciative manner.

tutor's task to avoid voting, but to discuss the advantages

Welcome and aim of the workshop (5 minutes) - Meeting in a
circle of chairs, explanation of your approach (topic, expected
result)

and disadvantages of names together: Does that sound
delicious? Funny? Does the name fit? Do you understand what
it is supposed to be?

Group building (5 minutes) – The group is divided into smaller

Logo (10 minutes) – Here, all the children in the groups receive

groups, with a tutor available for each group - especially for

printouts and are first asked to draw some sketches for a logo

younger children - if possible. The further activities take place

for the bar.

in the individual groups.
Flavour ideas (10 minutes) – On a large piece of paper, all the
flavours and ingredients for the school cereal bar are written
down. It is important that the children come to a consensus
and are sensitive to the needs of the other group members:
What does everyone like? Which ingredient do we have to skip
because a team member doesn't like it (or is allergic to it)?

Recording of the group results (5 minutes) - Afterwards, the
team tries again to agree on a logo. All results - taste and
content, name and logo are noted on three large pieces of
paper. At the end, we talk about how the work in the groups
went: Are all children satisfied with the processes and
decisions? How could it have been done better? The task of the
moderator is to prepare for the next unit.

Unit 3: Granola bar creation (45 minutes)

Due to lack of time, we unfortunately could not let the children

Recipe adaptation and prototype (20 minutes) – With very small

in our pilot create the recipes for the muesli bars themselves.

quantities, the individual groups try out in which proportions

When making the recipe, it should be ensured that the bar can

the components must be mixed. The recipe is also adapted:

be made without much effort and that it does not have to be

Often the basic ingredients like oatmeal or honey are missing.

baked even in the best case.
Finalization of the recipe and preparation of the samples (15
Introduction (5 minutes) - The group is introduced to the aim of

minutes) - Each group finalises their recipe and creates

the unit and the basics of cereal bar making are discussed. In

samples (one small bite for each child).

our case, the topic should be what makes a healthy bar.
Cleaning up (5 minutes)
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Unit 4: Packaging and Marketing (90 minutes)

In this unit, the first thing the children have to do is to decide

3D modelling of a cookie cutter – First, the children sketch

on their common muesli bar. Due to the intensive cooperation

shapes for cookie cutters, which they then model on the

in the groups, it can happen that the groups find themselves in

computer using the Cookiecaster web application. It is great if

a strong competition – - what should be avoided if possible

there is a 3D printer that can print the results immediately (or
one of the results). In any case, it should be shown how a 3D

Welcome and aim of the workshop (5 minutes) – At the

printer works (video) or how a 3D-printed cookie cutter looks

beginning it should be mentioned that already now a lot of

like.

great ideas have been developed and that it will not be easy to
decide for a bar, a name and a logo. In addition, all three things

Packaging - What does a suitable packaging for the school bar

should also fit together well.

look like? What material should it be made of? In our case, the
students developed monster boxes with eyes made of

Voting and discussion (15 minutes) – There are three stands

cardboard rolls (see photo at the title).

where each child can indicate their preferences: Firstly, there
are the cereal bars of the different groups and the names and

Marketing Poster – What is the best way to announce the new

logos. Especially if name and taste or logo do not match well at

school bar? Depending on age and resources, you can work

all - as is the case here - moderation skills are necessary to

with a tablet or with a conventional paper and pens. In the

find a consensus.

latter case, the finished poster is photographed and printed
several times (if possible in colour, if black/white, children can

At the end of the process it is emphasized that we have now

colour).

tried a lot of things to get to this result, and that this is a
success for everyone - in the best case the success is also

Marketing video – The group develops the script for a short

celebrated with a lot of applause for the whole group. It should

marketing video and produces the pictures and texts with

be avoided that one of the working groups celebrates or

paper and pens. A stop-motion app on a tablet is used for the

allows itself to be celebrated as a "winner".

production. The video fragments were then edited and set to
music: some children shouted e.g. "Ahh! Ohh!", said the name

Introduction Makerspace (5 minutes) – In the development of

of the muesli bar .and applauded.

packaging ideas and marketing video, we work with the
children who want to participate. Adults supervise the

Sales booth – how should the bar be presented to classmates,

stations.

parents and teachers at the final event? A complete stand
made of large cardboard boxes will be built here, where,

Free work at different stations (40 minutes)

among other things, the marketing posters will be mounted
and the marketing video presented.
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Cleaning up together (10 minutes)
Presentation of the results (15 minutes) - The different results
are presented to the group as a whole. The moderator asks
specifically if something did not work out as it was thought.

Business model discussion (10 minutes) - In our case, we
decided from the outset that the results - i.e. the recipe and
the marketing materials - should be available on the school's
homepage under an open licence. Ideas have now been
collected on how the recipe can be used and it is planned to
produce the school's own biscuits at the summer party and
sell them for the purchase of sports equipment.

Unit 5: Distribution (45 minutes)
The school's own muesli bar must of course also be presented to

Work on the prototype (30 minutes) - Dhe children use colours

the school public. The aim is to show the children involved that

and LEDs to improve their prototypes. Some of them started

they have successfully contributed to a development for the

new prototypes or changed groups or prototypes. The role of

school.

the facilitator is to motivate the children to stay focused.

The following work can be done in parallel in several groups. In
our pilot project, we only involved individual children in the
preparation of the presentation and they then took over the
presentation.
Preparation of a presentation (45 minutes) – How was the muesli
bar created? What is the name of our muesli bar? How is it made?
The important messages are created together.
Compilation of information on the school website (45 minutes) –

Photo: The advertising poster with logo, slogan and
(printed) logos of the school and DOIT

The marketing video, the recipe (under open licence), the cookie
cutter form as well as logo, posters and photos of the packaging
and the sales stand are thus made permanently available to the
school community.

Photo: The presentation booth of the bar
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